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Background

The LEGO history began 80 years ago in 1932 in Denmark, when Ole Kirk 
Christansen founded a small factory for wooden toys in the unknown town of Billund 
in the south of the country.  

To find a name for his company he organised a competition among his employees.  
As fate would have it however, he himself came up with the best name: LEGO –  
a fusion of the Danish words “LEg” and “GOdt” meaning “play well”.

Barely 15 years later Christiansen discovered plastic as the ideal material for 
toy production, and bought the first injection moulding machine in Denmark. 
His courage, input and investment paid off: in 1949 he developed the LEGO brick 
prototype, which continues to excite countless children and adults to this very day.

Over the years he perfected the brick, which is still the basis of the entire LEGO 
building system today. Of course there have been small adjustments in shape, colour 
and design from time to time, but today’s LEGO bricks still fit bricks from 1958.

For further information please watch ‘The LEGO Story’ -  
youtube.com/watch?v=NdDU_BBJW9Y

The Product

LEGO is a line of toys featuring colourful plastic bricks, gears, minifigures and other 
pieces which can be assembled to create models of almost anything imaginable. 
Cars, planes, trains, buildings, castles, sculptures, ships, spaceships, and even 
working robots are just part of a very short list of the many things that can be built 
with LEGO bricks.  

Since it began producing plastic bricks, the LEGO Group has released thousands of 
play sets themed around Space, Robots, Pirates, Knight’s, Dinosaurs, Cities, Wild 
West, Ferrari, Trains, Spider, Superheroes, Star Wars, Harry Potter, Buildable Figures 
and much more.  

LEGO has something for every age from Pre-School range Duplo through to LEGO 
Technic - more advanced and complex models with movable parts, and machines 
with wheels. 

Since starting life as a simple brick LEGO has diversified into other toy categories 
the two latest being LEGO Games and LEGO Friends.

Lego Games were launched in 2009 and are a range of board games, all of which use 
Lego bricks. They use the Lego concept of building to encourage players to change 
and adapt the rules of the games.

With the latest launch is LEGO Friends, a range designed to appeal primarily to 
girls. Introduced in 2012, the theme includes unique “mini-doll” figures, which are 
about the same size as the traditional minifigures but are more detailed and realistic. 
The sets include pieces in pink and purple colour schemes and depict scenes from 
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suburban life set in the fictional town of Heartlake City. For more information on the 
latest product ranges please visit: lego.com

What makes our bricks different from the competition?

Emotion:

LEGO has great sentimental value to parents; many kids have boxes of bricks that 
have been passed down to them from their parents and their grandparents and most 
parents remember playing with LEGO when they were a child.

In a poll carried out by Bounty.com Lego is the “heritage” toy most likely to be 
passed on to future generations. Two-thirds of adults said they wanted to pass on 
their childhood toys to their own offspring and 42% said their children owned at least 
one toy that was originally theirs.
 
It’s because Lego isn’t just a plastic bricks, but an experience, a tool for parents and 
children to spend quality time together building the latest LEGO set.

Functional:

LEGO also has some great functional benefits. LEGO is among some of the best 
developmental toys that money can buy. A set of blocks can help children develop:

Motor skills and hand-eye coordination•	
Spatial skills•	
Creative problem-solving skills•	
Social skills•	
Language skills•	
Complex block-play is linked with advanced math skills in later life•	

This is because LEGO has:

Superior quality building blocks - because of the “clutch power” i.e. the   •	
 stickability of the bricks as the models stay together when built and don’t fall  
 apart when building or when built.

Very easy to understand instruction booklets – these are step by step pictorial  •	
 booklets, so that kids don’t have any complicated words or instructions to read.

An easy build for first time builders – product is in separate bags inside the  •	
 boxes, which are numbered in the order that they need to be opened and   
 constructed. eg they can just build the Police helicopter one day and then   
 move on to building the Police station the next.

We know from research that if kids have a bad first building experience it can  •	
 put them off construction toys for life.

Iconic and highly collectable minifigures – everyone loves and knows the   •	
 LEGO minifigure and even though these have been copied by other brands they  
 are just not the same.
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The Issue - Brand Genericide

“When a particular product/brand combination so dominates the market that its 
brand name becomes the generic term for the item.”

Not all bricks are LEGO bricks but not all consumers realise this. Due to our 
phenomenal success in the toy market.

LEGO is now the second largest toy manufacturer•	
And the No.1 construction toy manufacturer with an 84% share •	

There have been lots of copycat toys introduced, some of which are of a much lesser 
quality than LEGO. Some examples of these competitors are:

MEGA Bloks – megabloks.com•	
MEGA Halo Wars•	
MEGA First Builders (Pre-School Range)•	
K’nex – knex.com•	
Mario Kart•	
Hasbro KRE-O – hasbro.com/kre-o/en_GB/•	
Transformers•	
Battleships•	
Character Options (Character Building) -  •	

 character-online.com/products/Character-Building/

Being the No.1 Brand in an increasingly cluttered market has meant that consumers, 
particularly parents and gift givers, have become extremely confused over which 
products are LEGO and which products are produced by our competitors. With 
purchasers often asking in store where the LEGO Halo or LEGO Transformers is 
kept.

This is an issue for LEGO:

As we don’t want kids to have a bad first building experience with one of  •	
 our competitors, think that it is LEGO and put them off LEGO for the rest  
 of their lives.

Particularly as there are so many benefits to building with LEGO.•	

The Creative Challenge

To create a campaign for the LEGO Brand that distinguishes LEGO from all the 
other construction toys in the toy market by highlighting the benefits and points of 
difference of LEGO rather than the detriments of our competitors.

The campaign should encompass the LEGO brand values and take advantage of 
LEGO’s heritage and strong brand equity within the UK.
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Mission: Inspire and develop the builders of tomorrow.

Vision: Inventing the future of play.

Play Promise: Joy of building, pride of creation.

Brand Values: 

Imagination•	
Creativity•	
Fun•	
Learning•	
Caring•	
Quality•	

Media

The campaign idea must be highly creative and integrated, potentially making use 
of multi-media channels. Whilst  TV advertising should not be excluded from the 
proposal, bear in mind the budgets, resources and time that would be required to 
create and develop a TV campaign from scratch.

Target Audience

Primary Target: Parents of boys aged 5-10

Secondary Target: Parents of girls aged 5-10
       Gift Givers

Mandatories

The LEGO logo and corporate visual identity must be used, please refer to  •	
 the supporting documents.

The LEGO Brand guideline must be followed, please refer to the  •	
 supporting documents.

Lego has bespoke fonts which we’re unable to provide in the Project Pack due  •	
 to licensing so please simply choose a replacement font that is similar. Lego  
 uses  Verdana for web use only, and this font is widely available.

Please note, also included in the project pack are some examples of past  •	
 LEGO campaigns.

Deliverables, Artwork and Additional Information

For guidance on how to submit your work please adhere to the main deliverables 
information in the Student Awards section of the YCN website.

Any additional supporting information referenced in the brief can be found in the 
supporting project pack on the YCN website – www.ycn.org


